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The Fishes of Texas

The yellowbelly sunfish, Lepomis auritus, often called redbreast or
longear, is found in the south and south-central counties. The female,
above, and male, below, show their breeding colors. After spawning
the male resembles the female in color. Averaging eight inches long,
old fish may be hump-backed.--Nancy McGowan
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bo a elier deer huil.

Nowis the limelo...

by Neal Cook

- WHITE-TAILED DEER are one of the most popu-
lar game species in the State and although there
are several basic techniques used in hunting these
animals probably the most popular, the safest, and
the most successful method is hunting from a
stand.

Stand-hunting can best be described as picking
a good hunting area, finding a vantage point, sit-
ting extremely still, and waiting for deer to come
into rifle range.

The picking of a place to sit and wait, either in
a tree or on the ground, is probably the easiest
part of the hunt, if the hunter knows what to look
for. The hunter who lives close to the area in
which he is going to hunt, or hunts in the same
place every year, should spend several days learn-
ing the characteristics of deer in that area. Deer
are creatures of habit and once these habits are
learned, hunting becomes easier.

Some of the most important signs that can be
found are deer "scrapes" or "rubs." Scrapes are
places where a buck paws the ground and leaves
his odor. One scrape may be used by one or several
bucks and sometimes the same one is used for sev-
eral years.

The main purpose of a scrape is to show does
that bucks are near. When the doe is looking for
a buck, she also leaves her odor. A buck will then

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE
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detect her scent and trail her down. The impor-
tance of scrapes to hunters is that a buck on a
doe's trail is an easy target.

"Rubs" are trees on which a buck rubs his
antlers to remove the velvet. They are easy to
recognize because all the bark and small limbs are
knocked off. Rubs don't always mean the buck will
return to the same tree, but they are a good sign
that bucks are in the area.

For the hunter who can't find a scrape or a rub,
there are other signs that indicate where deer
gather and travel. Some signs are deer trails with
many tracks, water holes with deer tracks around
them, fence crossings that show heavy usage by
deer either jumping over or sliding under the
fence, and many groups of droppings in one area,

After finding these signs of deer presence, the
hunter can then choose the type of stand he wants
to use. The easiest way is to just find a stump,
tree, bush, or mound of dirt and sit on the ground.
This type of hunting is best for the hunter who
will not be hunting in the same place more than
once or twice in a season or where the brush is
very thick.

These hunting spots should be chosen where
they give the hunter a good view of a scrape, rub,
trail, or other area of deer concentration, and they
should also give him enough covering to hide his
outline from the game. If the hunter is in a clear-
ing, he may have a wide range of vision, but the
deer can also see him easier and the object of the
hunt may be lost.

While ground stands are ideal in many instances,
they do not allow the wide range of vision and
comfort that can be gained from hunting above
the ground. Whether he simply climbs a tree and
sits on a limb or climbs a ladder into a windproof,
sunproof, heated blind, the hunter who goes up-
and-over the low-lying brush has a better view of
the area around him.

The hunter who chooses to climb a tree and wait
for his deer should pick a tree that is large enough
to bear his weight without shaking with every

lakeastand
movement and alerting the game. It should also
have a limb upon which he can sit to allow some
freedom of movement for himself and his rifle.

From this simple stand on the limb of a tree,
a few added improvements can make the hunter
more comfortable and perhaps even increase his
chances of a good shot. Clearing some of the
branches from the tree trunk will make the climb
safer, quieter, and easier. Heavy spikes driven into
the trunk, or boards nailed along hard-to-climb
places will also help. These changes and all other
stand construction should be done in the summer
or early fall to allow the deer to get used to having
something new in their territory.

After making these improvements, the hunter
can add a couple of boards across a fork in the
limbs of his stand to make a comfortable seat. An-
other couple of boards can act as rifle rests for
those long shots. Some hunters simply nail a
wooden chair in a tree for a more comfortable
hunt.

These improvements can be made when the
hunter chooses to "rough it" or just doesn't like
more elaborate blinds. When the hunter doesn't
want to rough it, he can go to a little more time
and expense to purchase or build a blind.

These fancier blinds may have a wooden floor,
sides and a roof, chairs, a small heater, and other
luxuries that will keep the hunter out of the wind
and rain. Other than the added comfort, the best
thing about this type of blind is that it hides some
of the hunter's movements. It should be built to
allow a wide range of vision because the hunter
can shift his position to look around without scar-
ing the game.

Whether you choose to hunt from the ground
or high above the ground, there are some basic
safety tips to remember this season. Wear bright
r'ed clothing and double check every target before
releasing the rifle's safety. The tree stand hunter
should also remember that human reflexes don't
make you hold on to a limb when you go to sleep.
Along with the many bruises and broken bones

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE4
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Select a site that allows the most

comfort and best view of the area. The

comfortable hunter is less likely to move

and while deer don't see colors very

well, they are extremely sensitive to

unnatural movements in their feeding area.

Look for signs of deer presence such as rubs

or scrapes. If these cannot be found, look

for areas with many deer tracks. For a

more successful hunt concentrate on these areas.

suffered by sleeping hunters falling out of blinds,
there are occasional deaths from this avoidable ac-
cident. If you find that it is impossible to sit still
and stay awake, go home or sit on the ground.

Another safety and convenience feature that can
easily be carried by the hunter or attached to every
stand is a sturdy length of rope or twine to raise
and lower the rifle to the stand. The rifle should
be raised and lowered with the stock facing the
hunter, without a shell in the chamber, and with
the action open.

The most important part of stand-hunting is
not moving. Although it is reported that deer have
difficulty in distinguishing color, they can readily
detect the slightest movement in their feeding area.
If such a movement is unnatural, the deer are
"spooked" and subsequently are lost as possible
targets.

If the hunter must move, the movement should
be slow and steady since fast, jerky movements are
very easily seen by deer. It has been said that when
the hunter is scanning the countryside from side-to-
side, a 180-degree movement of his head should
take more than 10 seconds. This is one way of re-
membering how fast to move, but the important
thing to remember is that if a deer sees movement
while he is standing still, he may start running.

Although many confirmed deer hunters will say
there are better methods of bagging the elusive
whitetail, and there may be, stand-hunting is rec-
ommended as the safest for inexperienced hunters,
and the preferred method of many old pros.
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Mercury-vapor lamps light a fisherman's

dream-a park two lanes wide and almost

two miles long crossing prime fishing

spots in the waters of Copano Bay.

PHOTOS BY REAGAN BRADSHAVW

by L. D. Nuckles Information Officer, Rockport

FISHERMEN now have access to fishing waters
that they couldn't reach before except in a boat.
They fish under lights where no lights existed be-
fore, and they catch fabulous strings of fish. They
have this in the State's newest park designed ex-
clusively for the fisherman-Copano Bay Causeway
State Recreation Park.

In 1962, the Game and Fish Commission, fore-
runner to the Parks and Wildlife Department,
began exchanging letters with the Texas Highway
Department concerning disposition of the old Co-
pano Causeway across Copano Bay after construc-
tion of a new bridge. The new bridge would parallel
the old one where State Highway 35 crosses Co-
pano Bay, five miles north of Rockport.

Employees of the Commission thought that when
it was no longer to be used for a highway, the old
bridge would make a good public fishing pier. High-
way Department personnel agreed, and conserva-
tion-minded senators and representatives intro-
duced bills in the Senate and House to make this
possible. On March 3, 1963, the legislation was ap-
proved and sent to the Governor for his signature.
A $10,000 fund was then set up to do the work.

As time went by and the Highway Department
worked on the new bridge, the Legislature met
again. Since the old causeway had never been
turned over to the Parks and Wildlife Department,
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Fishing enthusiasts can

use park facilities around

the clock. In addition to

mercury-vapor lamps, the

2,390-foot south pier has

twelve 1,000-watt bulbs

to draw bait fish which,

in turn lure game fish.

the $10,000 had not been spent. The Legislature
reappropriated the $10,000, plus another $10,000.

The Parks and Wildlife Department then applied
to the United States Bureau of Outdoor Recrea-
tion for matching funds, and as a result $40,000
was made available to convert the old bridge into
two fishing piers. Two piers were necessary be-
cause 500 feet had to be removed from the old
causeway for navigational purposes.

On February 1, 1967, all work by the Highway
Department on the old causeway was completed
and the actual transfer to the Parks and Wildlife
Department was made. The Copano Bay Causeway
State Recreation Park was now to form. Plans were
drawn, materials procured, and work schedules for
Parks and Wildlife employees were revised.

All construction, plumbing, and electrical work
was done by Parks and Wildlife workers. One man
stayed suspended under the bridge so long string-
ing wires for the fishing lights that he claimed
he had begun to think like a monkey.

Fishing from the pier continued all this time, but
on Saturday, May 18, 1968, the concession stand on
the south pier officially opened for business.. This
pier is 2,390 feet long and reaches out into some of

the prime fishing areas of Copano Bay. Twelve
1,000-watt light bulbs attract bait fish which, in
turn, lure game fish to the area. Twelve 100-watt
mercury-vapor lamps light the pier itself.

The concession stand at the end of the pier is
run by one of the best known fishing guides in the
Rockport area. The Parks and Wildlife Department
issues the contract after receiving sealed bids from
all interested parties. Under the terms of the law
creating the park, the concessionaire is allowed to
charge for fishing from the pier, the amount
charged to be approved by the Department. Cur-
rently, adults pay 50 cents, persons 13 to 19 years
of age pay 25 cents, and children 12 and under are
admitted free. No charge is made for sightseers,
photographers, or bird watchers.

Available at the concession stand are live, dead,
and frozen bait, snacks, and cold drinks, and a com-
plete line of fishing tackle and accessories.

Now that the south pier is open and operating,
work is beginning on the 6,000-foot north end.
When this is completed and has all the facilities
now available on the south side, a dream will have
become a reality-a recreation park designed with
fishermen in mind.
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Outdoor Books
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THE SIERRA CLUB WILDERNESS
HANDBOOK, edited by David
Brower, Ballantine Books, New York,
1967, 272 pages, 75c.

Lots of books on camping are avail-
able. In fact, there may even be many
"good" references. But, few are as
humorously written or as "down to
brass tacks" as this one. The Sierra
Club is not only interested in its mem-
hers having extensive supply lists, it
also wants to insure campers a good
time on their outings. Satisfied camp-
ers and people who have learned to
love the out-of-doors are probably the
best way to preserve our natural re-
sources, a cause the Sierra Club is
dedicated to.

The special sections "Women,"
"Especially for Men," and "Children,"
give advice on how the whole family
can enjoy a week in the mountains.
They give advice for those rugged
adventurers who want to take their
spouse along on how not to: let her

TE XAS
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get tired, scared, or bored. They also
point out that children, who have often
been considered taboo on wilderness
trips, can enjoy the trip as much as
parents when the right arrangements
are made.

This volume seems to be aimed at
mountain camping and it explores a
variety of travel ways: knapsacking,
burros, mules, and canoeing. Special
consideration is given to the subject
of burro trips and burro manage-
ment. These little beasts of burden can
make a trip more enjoyable for every-
one or they can be an absolute pain
in the neck. It all depends on how they
are handled.

E extensive sp ace is also given to
camping equipment; telling what and
where to buy. The novice would find
helpful information on the brands to
buy. The book gives the pros and cons
of various kinds of equipment and tips
on how to care for it best.

The variety of authors and contribu-
tors may be what makes this book so
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charming to read. Its humorous, casual
style is more interesting than the usual
step-by-step camping manuals with
listings for everything. The authors'
presentation of an often trite subject
is as fresh as the great outdoors.

-Jeanette Hunt

NEVER PET A PORCUPINE, by
George Laycock, W. W. Norton &
Co., Inc., New York, 167 pages, $3.50.

Some of the everyday animals we
take for granted can be some of the
funniest, and most interesting animals
anywhere. George Laycock proves that
they are both in his clever, easy-to-read
book that is packed with amusing anec-
dotes and interesting bits of informa-
tion.

For instance, how many of us know
that the common earthworm's Austral-
ian cousin may grow to be 11 feet long
and weigh 112 pounds? And, how many
of us know that cricket fights in China
sometimes bring bets up to $100,000;
that English sparrows make excellent
pot pie; or, that the queen honeybee
produces drone bees by laying eggs that
aren't fertilized, thus giving the drone
a grandfather but no father.

The author grew up on a farm and
so is probably well qualified to explore
antics of the animal world. Some of his
subjects include the porcupine, the grey
squirrel, the English sparrow, and the
crow.

Twenty-two animals are explored in
this volume, commonly found on farms
and in American woodland areas. Each
sketch of the animals contains factual
information about offspring, nesting
habits, and food, but is written simply
enough for a child. Photographs of
every animal illustrate the funny ani-
mal world as seen by a true animal
lover. -Jcenette Hunt

FLASHING WINGS, by John Terres,
Doubleday and Co., Inc., New York,
1968, illustrated, 177 pages, $1.95.

The ornithopter, man's first flying
machine that flopped, was based on the
principle of wing movements observed
in bird flight. But flapping is not all
that makes a bird fly.

After many centuries of men dying
when trying to fly, in 1680 it was real-
ized that a 150-pound person would
need a breastbone projecting six feet to
accommodate enough muscle to flap
wings capable of getting him off the
ground. Slowly, man began to appreci-
ate and understand the many instinc-
tive aspects of bird flight. Discovered
was a bird's use of thermal drafts,
unique takeoff, and landing procedures,
effective gliding techniques, and sus-
taining energy and fuel.

Filling this book are interesting

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE10



facts, figures, and comparisons of birds,
their habits, environments, and aston-
ishing flight capabilities. All the celeb-
rities of the bird world, from the
albatross to the hummingbird, are rep-
resented as the author relates unique
characteristics of each.

More than a textbook on ornithology,
Flashing Wins is also a personal ac-
count of the author's experiences with
The Princess, his peregrine falcon.

Hawk Mountain, the great glider
highway, serves as a backdrop when
the author explains the use of air cur-
rents in migratory flight. Near Read-
ing, Pennsylvania, this highway is
formed by horizontal currents of air
that bounce off the solid mountain ridge
and move uipwardl, providing an en-
ergy-saviig ride for migrating hawks,
eagles, and osprey.

Long distance ocean flights, under-
water flight, and hovering are also cov-
ered in the book. It is an excel lent
primer for introducing the beginning
bird enthusiast to the marvelous ma-
neuvers of birds. -Suzanne ITvincklcr

THE CAMPING MANUAL, by Fred
Sturges, Stackpole Co., Harrisburg,
Pa., 1967, illustrated, 160 pages,
$3.95.

Camping is often a learn-the-hard-
way experience. This book warns the
would-be camper of mistakes he's apt
to make before he has a chance to make
them.

Specifics of camp comfort and safety
are summarized from selecting proper
backpacker boots, to utilizing special-
ized camp containers and interpreting
local weather signs. The camper is re-
minded to cover toilet paper with a can
before a rain.

Modern equipment and methods have
made the wilderness accessible vear
around for the hardy and imaginative
camper. Catalytic heaters that burn
without flames, electric blankets, and
thermal underwear take the bite out.
of winter and open nw experi ences in
camping previously limited to the
warmer months.

Ten geographic regions from Oregon
to Maine, each offering a unique camp
environment, are described wvith Big
Bend National Park included in the
desert trek.

Myth versus fact in camp lore is in-
terjected throughout the book. The
author discounts the tale that poisonous
mushrooms cooking in a skillet will
turn a silver coin black. Yet he warns
campers to take seriously the meteor-
ological rhyme, "Rainbow at night, sail-
or's delight; rainbow at morning, sailor
take warningg"

In addition, campsite cuisine is care-
fully discussed with advice given in
living off the land. Recipes range from
morel mushroom sauce to wild cherry
liqueur. -Suzanne Winckler

Long Shots,
Short Casts

compiled by Neal Cook

I)ouble Action: An Oklahoma outdoorsman has found a
way to liven up his duck hunting trips when the weather
and ducks are not cooperating. Tying all of his decoys to
one main line, the man then attaches short drop lines to
the main line and turns his decoys into trotline floats. The
bobbing decoys signal a catch and the action is enough
to convince ducks flying overhead that some lively friends
wait below.

One Million Dollars: That is how much will be spent in
Canada for construction and rehabilitation of prime
waterfowl breeding grounds in 1968 by Ducks Unlimited,
Inc. The conservation organization devotes this money
to the maintaining of "duck factories" in the wetland
nesting areas of Canada where four of every five ducks
and geese on the North American continent are hatched.
In 1968 it will be improving and conserving over 520,000
acres of wetlands.

Help the Polar Bear: To help preserve the world's dwin-
dling supply of polar bear, the National Rifle Association
has stopped its yearly award for this magnificent animal.
The action is expected to remove some of the hunting
competition for this white bear and follows the Boone &
Crockett Club's elimination of the bear from its list of
big game trophies.

Protected Turtles: The Florida Game and Fresh Water
Commission has passed a regulation that prohibits the
shooting of fresh water turtles. The regulation was
passed to prevent the unnecessary killing of that harm-
less and interesting species. Most turtles were being shot
for target practice, not for turtle stew. They can still
be caught on hook and line, in turtle traps, or with spears
during the daylight hours.

High Priced Water: A report submitted to Congress by
Secretary of the Interior Stewart L. Udall said that the
cost of collecting and treating municipal and industrial
wastes for the next five years will be from $26 to $29
billion.

Russian Pollution: The news is that Russia is having
its problems with water pollution. A huge wood-pulp
plant is pouring chemical wastes into Lake Baikal, the
largest body of fresh water in the world, in such quan-
tities that plant and animal life is being threatened.
The lake's fauna is some of the most unusual anywhere,
having evolved for many millions of years in an ex-
tremely cold and mineral-free environment.

SEPTEMBER, 1968 11
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THE SILENT KILLER, lead poisoning, confronts
conservationists and hunters as a growing problem
in the annual loss of waterfowl. The destruction of
birds due to lead poisoning occurs on almost a year-
round basis-a fact unknown to many hunters and
outdoor enthusiasts. This loss is responsible for the
waste of approximately one to two percent of the
total waterfowl population each year.

Shotgun shells necessarily use lead shot, due to
the density of lead, which allows the pellets to
travel maximum distances and retain sufficient
velocity to strike and kill the target. However, lead
is undesirable because it is extremely toxic when
ingested by birds.

Shotgun pellets are potential death traps for
feeding waterfowl because lead does not deteriorate
and remains for indefinite periods in its original
state. The lead pellets freed by the firing of an indi-
vidual shell fall to the field or marsh and remain
sprinkled among the aquatic food and field crops.
While feeding, birds accidentally pick up the tiny
lead pellets with the hard coated seeds that form a
staple in their diets. In many cases, the feeding
birds may choose the lead pellets thinking that

they are choice bits of grit necessary to complete
the grinding action of the gizzard.

Ingested lead pellets pass through a bird's crop
to the gizzard along with food. The gizzard of a
duck or goose is a highly specialized organ capable
of grinding hard objects which may include small
mollusks and various nuts. The lead pellets remain
in the gizzard where they are eroded by the grind-
ing action. The resulting toxic soluble lead salts
obtained from the pellets are absorbed by the di-
gestivesystem and paralysis of the gizzard develops.

As a result of gizzard paralysis, the bird slowly
starves. Many birds continue to feed until death.
The ingested food is of no value because it becomes
impacted in the crop as a result of the inoperative
gizzard.

Birds affected by lead poisoning lose weight and
suffer rapid degeneration of their flight capabili-
ties. Affected birds remain generally inactive and
seek isolation in heavy cover.

Lead poisoning symptoms include extreme ema-
ciation causing the keel bone to protrude sharply
from the shrunken breast. Massive fat deposits,
indicative of healthy birds, are sharply reduced or

Toxic lead pellets sink into silty soils to depths beyond where waterfowl feed, but the fatal grit is retained

on hard bottoms for extensive periods. In 1962 about 2,000 ducks died near Port Arthur from lead poisoning.

SEPTEMBER, 1968 13
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X-ray of pintail shows two lead pellets in the crop
and about two dozen more lodged in the

gizzard resulting in paralysis.

absent and the gizzard lining becomes discolored
with occasional dark, ulcerated spots.

Limited losses of waterfowl by lead poisoning
generally go unnoticed. Predators and scavengers
quickly remove all evidence of dead and weakened
birds. Numerous deaths resulting from lead poison-
ing usually occur in Texas after the hunting season
is concluded. Choice shooting sites are most gener-
ally ideal feeding sites and as soon as hunting
pressures subside, the birds move in and are sus-
ceptible to the newly deposited lead shot. The
most recent massive lead poisoning outbreak in
Texas occurred in Jefferson County near Port
Arthur in 1962 when approximately 2,000 mallards
and pintails died.

Records show that hunters average six shots
per duck killed. A standard 12-gauge shotgun shell
with number six shot contains approximately 260
pellets. For every bird bagged, a total of approxi-
mately 1,560 pellets are deposited in prime water-
fowl areas.

The pellets tend to sink into silty soils to a depth
beyond the normal feeding activities of waterfowl.
However, sites with hard, compacted bottoms will

retain lead pellets for extensive periods where they
remain potential death traps for feeding birds.

Mallards, pintails, canvasbacks, redheads, and
scaup are most susceptible because of their char-
acteristic feeding habits. Baldpates, gadwalls, and
geese are less prone to suffer lead poisoning be-
cause of their affinity for leafy green material
which is readily available well above the lead de-
position level in the soil.

Fortunately, lead poisoning in birds constitutes
no hazard to human consumption due to the low
level of lead salts contained by stricken birds. Star-
vation as a result of improperly functioning giz-
zards is the cause of waterfowl mortality rather
than a massive buildup of the toxic lead salts.

Cooperative studies are presently underway in-
volving shot shell manufacturers and conservation
agencies to find a suitable nontoxic substitute for
lead. Additional work is being done relative to
specific problems associated with death and sur-
vival characteristics of lead-poisoned birds. Con-
servationists are challenged to find a substitute for
the silent killer that places additional stress on an
already heavily utilized waterfowl resource **
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N0OW Set or Take up Trotlnoe in 5 Minutes!

TROTLINE
FISHING SECRETS ... written by experts.
How, when, where to set trotline, illustrated. Baits

laws, tackle. Send 25V for mailing cost.

LAWRENZ MFG. (0, DEPT.I, P.O BOX 3837, DALLAS, TEX. 75208

ANY CAMPER'S

.erms ammen. a >tar____ - -

BIRD DOGS
chandler Kennels, one of the largest in the business
offers te yea for yeour selection over l1l0 top trained
POINTERS, SETTERS & BRITTANIES. These dogs
are all registered out of top blood lines. We guarantee
all our dogs as advertised to suit you, the Hunter.
Also puppies & started dogs.

Cali. write, or come by:
CHANDLER KENNELS

P. O. Box 1011, La Porte, Tex.
Call: Area Code 713-GR 1-4023

Hollen Chandler - Owner

BEST FRIENDS-
King Winches are made for all Jeep
and other 4-WD and 2-WD vehicles.

approved for tsronco oy rore motor tu. -

KING WINCHES PULL FOR YOU.
King Winches, by Koenig, provide the outdoorsman with extra power in all terrain throughout the
world. King is the winch exclusively approved for Ford Bronco and is also made specifically for
Jeep, I-H Scout, and other 4-WD vehicles, and for pickups. Travel off-the-road knowing that
8,000 lbs. of positive pulling power are at your command. Move out of ravines, mud, snow ...
or pull stumps ... retrieve large game. Write for free folder. Specify make and model of vehicle.

... KAMP-STOR BODY
HAULS FOR YOU!
It doubles your storage space. Made to
order for slip-in campers,
Kamp-Stor body by Koenig
fits over rear wheels and
under your camper. Six com-
partments with shelving of-
fer space for spare tire, guns,
chairs, tools, etc. Write for facts today.

--- J - I 111 Il - -

- - L-- -
-I --ll - -

- - - - - --- 1 r - -- - .

All-steel Kamp-Stor body avail-
able for all %/4 and 1-ton trucks

I? IRON WORKS, INC.
Box 7726, Dept. TP-1 • Houston, Texas 77007 * 713-869-6611

F EThD-Ae

Game-proof, 5-gallon
feeder dispenses dry
grain and pellets. Self
operated by breeze,
only one moving part.
Simple control cone
adjusts opening to dis-
pense and provide pos-
itive control of flow of
various types of feed.
Rust-resistant steel

E. construction. 55.95
prepaid plus 3% tax.

PAT. #2, 972, 334

See your dealer or order direct from:

P. O. Box 5087
San Antonio, Texas 78201
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DEER LEASE
30 Sections

U Ranch

Balmorhea, Texas

Mule Deer, Javelina,
Blue Quail

K. B. BLANCHARD Box 6314

AIR TERMINAL STATION

MIDLAND 79701 PH. L03-1508

CATCH ANIMAL RAIDERS !

Catch more!
Easy to use!

\- imple, safe HAVAHART traps catch

raiding, arnlivos rabbits, coons, squirrels, pigeons, sparrows,

No Jaws or springs to breaik. Galvanizt e many in use 20

S5 L'r, for vala tte illot.sttt'. gutide mid rie list.

HAVAHART, 149 Water St., Ossining, N. Y. 10562
Please send me FREE new 48-page guide and price list.

Name
Address. _ Zip

GUARANTEED DEER HUNT

)ONLY
$199.00

Per Person

2 DAYS & 2 NIGHTS
. Including

A BEAUTIFUL PRI-
VATE ROOM, SIX (6)
MEALS . . . AND

A GUARANTEED BUCK
$100.00 REFUNDED
(If No Buck Killed)

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW to treat
yourself, your business associates,
and your friends to an experience
never to be forgotten.

SEASON: 2nd Saturday in November
through January 1

Contact Tommie Lange, CL 7-5161

OF THE HILLS
1001 Junction Highway

KERRVILLE, TEXAS 78028
Call CL 7-5161 A.C. 512

TANDEM
SPINNER

( Free
... rides high and slow Catalog
thru reeds and brush due__ ` / P. Write
to heavy torque of * P. . Box
Tandem Spinners! - °' 1209
Highly Weedless. --.- :

BOMBER BAIT CO. * GAINESVILLE, TEXAS 76240
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Brush control practices

erase valuable habitat

by Bob D. Weber Wildlife Biologist

mTS IsOT! U
TRACTORS roar, men shout, the huge plow blade
bites, and South Texas wildlife has, for all practical
purposes, lost another round in the fight for prime
food and living areas.

Since the early 1930's about 30 percent of the
rangelands in South Texas have been subjected
to various brush control practices in an effort to
improve the range for livestock. The most wide-
spread practice has been "chaining," where a log-

ging chain is dragged between two bulldozers, up-
rooting and pulling down all the woody vegetation
in its path.

A' Though in appearance, this technique is very
destructive, its effects are not permanent on many
brush species. After a couple of years, the brush
often grows back thicker than it was before chain-
ing. This, of course, can only benefit wildlife if
enough brush was left when the control was per-
formed to provide adequate habitat to sustain the
population until regrowth occurs.

Since about 1950, rootplowing has replaced chain-
ing as the most popular method of control. This
method involves pulling a heavy plow behind a
large heavy duty tractor or bulldozer. Brush is
uprooted and the soil is broken to about a foot in
depth. Grass seed will take root better in the bro-

: 'ken soil and most of the uprooted brush will die;
consequently, the results of rootplowing are evi-

, _dent for a much longer period than they are in
chained areas.

If the rootplowed area is seeded to grass, if
weather conditions are favorable, and if proper
livestock management practices are observed, the
grass will replace the weeds and browse plants
that are so essential to wildlife. If rootplowing is
followed by a period of drought or overgrazing,
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the grass will not take hold and the area will look
like a barren wasteland, incapable of supporting
livestock or wildlife.

Due to the large size of most South Texas
ranches, large blocks or tracts of land are usually
rootplowed at a time. This causes a lack of suit-
able cover for game and the loss of many plants
that are important as wildlife foods.

Soil conservationists say that the disturbance
of the soil from rootplowing promotes the growth
of forbs (weeds), which are preferred wildlife
foods. This is true to a certain extent, but forbs
are generally annual plants, highly susceptible to
environmental changes. Once the soil weathers and
packs, usually a year or two after rootplowing,
forbs become more scarce than on uncleared
ranges. Even though forbs may be abundant on
a rootplowed area, few species of wildlife will ven-
ture far from cover to feed in these cleared areas
and this is the main cause of the problem.

When an area is cleared, most of the wildlife
must move to other areas where sufficient food
and especially cover is available. Wildlife, and
particularly deer, can quickly become overcrowded
under these conditions, and competition for food
and space becomes acute. Nature, of course, takes
care of this situation through massive die-offs
from starvation and disease, but not before the
whole population suffers.

There is an alternative to this situation, and
that is to leave adequate cover, or brush plots,
within the rootplowed area. By leaving sufficient
cover, all will benefit, including wildlife, livestock,
and the landowner. Game will remain in the area
because of suitable cover and available browse, and
will utilize more of the cleared area if they don't

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE18

have to travel too far from cover. This will greatly
benefit the hunter who wants a place that he can
return to year-after-year.

Livestock will benefit from the brush plots by
having cover and shade available and by having
brush and cactus forage during periods of drouth.
The landowner will benefit from increased livestock

production and additional revenue from hunting
leases. With proper management, hunting income
can offset losses that might occur by not clearing
all brush and applying all land and efforts to live-
stock production.

There are several ways to leave brush plots for
wildlife. Stripping is one suitable method. It con-
sists of alternating equal or nearly equal strips of
brush and cleared areas. It allows adequate cover
for game while it also provides areas of increased
grass production for cattle.

Other methods vary from checkerboarding
cleared and brushy tracts to leaving brushy draws
untouched when the tract is cleared. Although the
necessity for brushy cover will vary with the type
of range, at least one-fourth of the brush should
be retained. Several small tracts are, of course,
more beneficial than one large tract.

Although wildlife biologists feel there is a grad-
ual shift toward greater interest in wildlife man-
agement among ranchers and soil conservationists,
it is late in coming. Already millions of acres of
prime wildlife habitat in South Texas have been
cleared, and not always to the benefit of livestock
production. Unfortunately, everybody is the loser-
the rancher, the hunter, and especially, the wildlife.
It is up to us, through cooperation and mutual
understanding, to balance the books unless we are
prepared for the consequences



The rootplow does a very effective job of clearing
brush, but wildlife is driven out as native habitat

is destroyed. Strips of brush in cleared areas
give livestock and wildlife needed protective shelter.
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woodland
by W. R. Long Information Officer, San Angelo and Suzanne Winckler
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RECLUSE of Texas woodlands,
the tiger salamander, Ambystoma
tigrinum, is a shy, harmless night
creature that spends much of its
life underground. It is generally
found minding its own business
under rocks, logs, or damp leaves.
In semiarid areas it will inhabit
burrows of other animals such as
squirrels and prairie dogs in
order to reach depths where the
soil is moist.

Named for its markings rather
than disposition, the colorful am-
phibian has scaleless skin mar-
bled with black and yellowish
tiger splotches.

Salamanders, shaped like liz-
ards, are often mistaken for
members of that family. But liz-
ards are reptiles while salaman-
ders are classified with the
amphibious frogs and toads. To
further distinguish between the
two, salamanders have no scales,
are sometimes slimy, and have
four toes on their front feet as
compared with the lizard's five.
Lizards also have claws, which
salamanders lack.

Tiger salamanders inhabit a
large area from lower Canada
through central United States to
northern Mexico. There are two
subspecies in Texas, the eastern
and barred tiger salamanders.
The eastern tiger salamander has
light spots, olive-brown or yel-
lowish-brown, that form no defi-
nite pattern. Barred tiger Sala-
manders have markings that are
more yellow and form bars or
large blotches along their backs
and tails. The eastern variety is
found throughout the eastern half
of the State, while the barred
tiger is found in the western half.

Seldom seen during the day
and always avoiding direct sun-
light, this night-feeder eats in-
sects, worms, snails, and several
types of small invertebrates.

Looking for the tiger salaman-
der is similar to looking for
snakes, as both inhabit the same
general haunts. They are found
in wooded areas, especially in
spring and fall, and usually near
pools where they breed. After the
first spring rains, they make noc-
turnal visits to temporary or per-
manent ponds of water.

Studies of this migration re-
veal a recurrent ceremonial pat-
tern with groups of males going
first to ponds and lakes followed
by groups of females. It appears
to be the only time that the adult
tiger salamander is gregarious.

An early spring breeder, the
tiger salamander usually deposits
eggs under water on plant stems.
The average egg is larger than
that deposited by its frog and
toad relatives. They are laid in
gelatinous, oval-shaped clusters
and the number varies greatly
but 52 eggs per cluster is the av-
erage-considerably fewer than
frogs and toads.

Before the eggs hatch, glands
on the larval snout discharge a
fluid to help dissolve the egg cap-
sule, thus enabling the young to
wriggle out. Each larva must
then disengage itself from an-
other jelly mass that surrounds it
before it is truly "born."

Soon after hatching, the two
finger-like claspers or balancers
at each corner of the mouth begin
to disappear and the tiny gills
grow larger and bushier in order
to filter oxygen out of the pond

water. The larva, like the adult
salamander, is generally solitary,
but not quite as wary and secre-
tive.

Lateral-line organs are the
larva's underwater warning de-
vice. These sense mechanisms are
clusters of cells on the snout,
forming shallow depressions in
the skin's surface and arranged
in rather definite rows. They ,de-
tect low-frequency vibrations in
water to warn the salamander
larva of nearby movements. Lat-
eral-line organs are readily lost
when the amphibian becomes ter-
restrial.

Appendages also develop soon
after hatching with forelegs
growing first before hind legs
begin. The body gradually be-
comes more streamlined conform-
ing to the typical salamander
form. Internally, lung develop-
ment begins replacing external
gills as the animal grows. Shed-
ding of larval skin, protruding of
eyes, and forming of eyelids are
all part of the salamander's
transformation. Conversion from
aquatic to land habitat takes the
tiger salamander two to four
months.

Adults continue growing to at-
tain an average length of 7 to 8
inches with some reaching a
length of 13 inches-the largest
size of all terrestrial salamanders
in the world. Life span varies
considerably but they have been
known to live more than 10 years.

The tiger salamander has been
used in experiments conducted to
study larval growth and effects of
groups of tissues on surrounding
cells. In one case, the eye of a
tiger salamander larva was

V
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transplanted to a spotted sala-
mander larva, a smaller animal
that grows at a different rate
than the tiger species. The tiger
larva eye continued to grow at its
own rate reaching its normal size
which is double that of the
spotted salamander's eye. These
experiments demonstrate that
such matters as size and growth
during the larval stages may be
determined by factors within tis-
sues of separate larval organs.

Under certain conditions, the
tiger salamander will reach sex-
ual maturity in the larval stage
and never lose gills or leave the
water. This neotenic or undevel-
oped form is the axolotl (ax-so-
lot-1) form found in Mexico and
western United States. High al-
titude, very cold water, and lack
of iodine in the soil are believed
to restrict normal secretion of
thyroid, thus preventing matura-
tion. However, if an adult axolotl
is moved to a more normal en-
vironment, complete transforma-
tion takes place.

The tiger salamander is of no

BOW HUNTER SPECIAL!
Hunt

During
Special

Season +
Where ,
Deer
Are

Plentiful

* 2,100 acre ranch in north-
western Gillespie County.

* Deer concentrations of one
per 2.15 acres.

* Cabins available for hunters.
* Bow season opens October

10 and closes November 8.
* Complete price: $20 a day

including antlerless (leer per-
m<it and cabin.

" Transportation to and froni
blind(s available.

For Information Call

Henry Louis Welge
Doss, Texas 78618

Phone A.C. 512 669-311 5

commercial value in the United
States, although the axolotl is
used for food in Mexico.

Tiger salamanders have no
hearing as we know it,. They have
an inner and middle ear with no
external outlet that aids equilib-
rium but has no hearing cap-
abilities. Instead of picking up
airborne sounds, it is believed
they feel surface vibrations with
their front feet or lower jaws. In
addition, they have no vocal
chords.

The tiger salamander is a mem-
ber of an interesting and complex
family offering a fascinating

study in uniquely adapted life
processes. Hidden beneath rocks
and logs and around ponds and
streams, this elusive amphibian
silently adds to the colorful world
of Texas wildlife. ., *{

LIVE-CATCH ALL-PURPOSE TRAPS

Write forIttII-,tL7//t

FREE 1YLIILU
CATALOG
Trap without injury squirrels, chipmunks, rabbits, mink,
fox, stray animals, pests, etc. Sizes for every need. Also traps
for fish, sparrows, pigeons, crabs, turtles, quail, etc. Save
40', on low factory prices. Free catalog and trapping secrets.

SENSITRONIX, Dept.M-37, 2225 Lou Ellen, Houston, Texasl77018
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To The Company Executive
Who Has Hunting Lease Problems

Do you want to rid yourself of a lot of hunting lease trou-
ble - and buy some peace of mind? Start reserving the
Guajolote Ranch. It's just like having your own hunting
ranch except we take care of everything that's costing you
time, trouble and worry. All you provide are the hunters
and we will assure you and your guests good deer and
turkey shooting.

exotic
trophies

* AXIS BUCK 0 SIKA BUCK
* BLACKBUCK ANTELOPE
* MOUFLON RAM
* AOUDAD RAM

* All game is guaranteed - the hunter
will pay for what he kills - all game
cleaned.

* You will enjoy the luxurious accom-
modations at the Hunting Lodge, and
Texas style meals served from our all-
electric kitchen.

" Comfortable blinds and transporta-
tion to blinds.

Please Write for Color Brochure

FRANK G. HUNTRESS
7709 Broadway Route 1, Box 188A
San Antonio, Texas 78209 Boerne, Texas 78006
512 TAylor 2-7885 512 MYrtle 5-3682

(San Antonio Exchanges)

"HUNTING IS OUR BUSINESS"
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VARMINT CALLING TAPES
g NOW! Exciting Action! 23 different authentic

ORDER game calling tapes for portable recorders.

0 TODAY Results Guaranteed. Cottontail rabbit
Post 3" reel $2.95-5" $3.95. Auxiliary speak-
paid ers avail. Write for FREE CATALOG.

URNHAM BROTHERS, BoxE-98R, MarbleFalls,Texas

PORaBLIND
THE PORTABLE

HUNTING

BLIND .

Complete unit folds into a
light weight five foot pack-
age. Easily carried into hunt-
ing area, erects quickly for
commanding view and com-
fortable shelter at 11 feet.
Write for free brochure.
Dealer inquiries invited.

PORTaBLIND P. 0. BOX 3221 / ILUBBOCh,

- -Patent Pending
Still A camouflaged seat located atsal strategic point wil'i make hunt-

ing deer and varment

H u nt more successful and aH pleasure. Easily in-
stalled by one man,

Ifn lightweight seat turns 300 de-
grees quietly and without effort.tCan be bolted toComfo tree and movedom or when necessary.

Steel and aluminum construction with ad-
justable foot rest and gun rest. FOB, stand-
ard model, $45. Deluxe, with vinyl cushions,
$75. Dealers invited.

MORAGNE
Machine & Manufacturing Co.

P. 0. Box 518
Missouri City, Texas 77459

1

'1

TIMELY FEEDER
LEHMAN AUTOMATIC

GAME FEEDER

1. Feed 6 ozs. or more at any selected time
-regularly & unattended-saves cost of
feed & labor.

2. Distributes feed 50 to 100 ft.-depending
on installation height, Install suspended
-or on pipe legs.

3. Operates on 6 volt dry cell-2 to 6 mos.

4. Capacity 250 & 900 lb. sizes.

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE

LEHMAN EQUIPMENT CO.
- Corpus Christi, Texas

• Army Surplus

• 4-Wheel Drive
• Hurricane Engine

Rebuilt- - Guaranteed
Last year, more than 50 of these rugged late-model army Jeeps

were supplied to hunters and ranchers. Only 23 choice
jeeps will be available for hunting season, 1968.

Reserve yours now - guaranteed 30 days (or
1000 miles), from the Southwest's best

known and most reputable surplus
dealer. The price is only ...

$124500
- Accessories-

Lockout hubs, Dualmatic, $42.50
- Tow bar with socket hitch, $32.50

- Rhino winch with PTO and cable, $295
- Can holder brackets, $4.25 - New gas cans,

$6.50 - Canvas Top, $50.00 - Full top (bows, side
curtains), new, $99.95. Seats, Fender Pads, Transmis-

sions and other Major Jeep parts - Rental Jeeps, Army Pick-

ups and Carryalls.

BRAUBACH EQUIPMENT CO.
Phone 512-736-1659

1620 W. PoplarP. 0. Box 7390
ALL KINDS EQUIPMENT - WRITE FOR LISTS
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San Antonio, Texas

Rt. 3, Box 53
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ON THE

RING TEIL TRA IL
by

Joe T. Stevens
Wildlife Biologist

LARGE, BLACK EYES contrasted with a whitish
mask and a long, furry, black and white ringed tail
characterize the cat-like ringtail. Scientifically
known as Bassariscus astutus, which means "clever
little fox," the ringtail is sometimes confused with
his relative, the stocky raccoon. The black rings of
the ringtail are incomplete on the underside, while
the raccoon sports a shorter tail with complete
rings.

A splash of whitish cream fur appears at the
base of each rounded, ringtail ear. He travels on
strong, short legs, and each small, cat-like foot has
five toes armed with sharp, semi-retractile claws.
The typical animal is a light ochre color, overcast
with blackish guard hairs on the back, with light
cream fur underneath the legs and stomach. Color
phases within the species vary from almost black
to a light buff. His sharp teeth exhibit the same
dental formula as the raccoon. Adult ringtails tip
the scales between two and three pounds.

These mysterious mammals are common resi-
dents from Oregon in the Northwest to western
Arkansas and Louisiana in the Southeast, over
most of Texas, throughout Mexico and south to
Costa Rica. The largest populations in Texas occur
in the Edwards Plateau with the heaviest concen-
trations in the central mineral region.

Even with such a wide range, relatively few of
these appealing furry animals are ever seen. A re-
cent field guide to American wildlife failed to give
him an entry. Most of his life is spent under cover
of darkness and in secluded places, the chief rea-
sons he is relatively unknown.

Rough, rocky canyons with their characteristic
ledges, bluffs, crevices, and caves, abundantly sup-
plied with water from seeping springs, potholes,
and creeks are favorite homesites for ringtails.
The elusive little climbers scale the formidable cliffs
with the ease of an acrobat. Using their long grace-
ful tails for balance, they satisfy their curiosity
by creeping around edges of the rimrock to peer
into vast canyon expanses.

Abandoned houses, barns, gristmills, sawmills,
and mines offer the luxuries of spooky seclusion,
cozy den sites, and easily obtainable food and
water. They are also at home in woodland areas

where they sleep in hollow trees, race through the
sprawling branches at the slightest provocation,
and occasionally recline on a lofty perch to sun.

Apparently, when the occupants of a homesite
are captured, it is soon reoccupied by either rela-
tives or friendly associates. One trapper is known
to have caught 16 ringtails at one homesite over
a period of eight trapping seasons.

Little is known about the private family life of
these shy creatures. They are usually found in
pairs, although it is not uncommon to find a male
alone in his den.

In Texas, the breeding season occurs in early
spring. The young, generally two to four in num-
ber, are born approximately a month and a half
later. The mother hides them away in a narrow
rocky crevice, dark attic, or snug hollow tree. Un-
less the mother is present, few people would rec-
ognize these little shrill squeaking, pale-furred,
blunt-nosed animals.

At birth, they are about the size of new-born
kittens. The black rings are the most distinguish-
ing feature, incomplete on the underside and
faintly pigmented in the skin of their stubby tails.
Their delicate eyes and ears are sealed, not to open
until they are just past a month old. At first they
are toothless, but within six weeks the needle-like
teeth erupt from their soft gums, ready to tear
into the flesh of a freshly killed mouse or bird.

Soon, the little ringtails begin to crawl around
the den on shaky limbs. They experience an early,
rapid growth, a normal protective measure for
most species of small wild animals, and within 60
or 70 days, are allowed to accompany their parents
on short hunting trips. At four months they fully
resemble adults except in size. They are now
weaned and sent out to provide for themselves.

The ringtail's curious disposition generates al-
most perpetual motion during his waking hours.
Rich sugars found in such fruits as hackberries,
juniper berries, persimmons, black and red haws,
and grapes supply fuel for this abounding energy.
Strong muscles are built and maintained with high
protein obtained from eating rats, mice, cottontails,
birds, snakes, lizards, insects, and crustaceans. Like
other predators, they take an occasional quail,
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Growing rapidly, young ringtails soon become agile cliff climbers, using their long, sweeping tail for balance.

squirrel, dove, or domestic fowl. Their normal feed-
ing habits are beneficial rather than harmful to
man.

When the twilight creeps into the eastern hori-
zon and the familiar night sounds begin to be re-
placed by the shuffle of awakening song birds, the
nocturnal hunter and explorer instinctively finds
his way back home. He cautiously examines his
homesite for possible enemies before squeezing into
his snug den.

Though tired from the night-long prowl, he
gently licks moisture and dirt from his fur and
preens his tail before going to sleep. If a mate is
present, this cleaning process may be shared.
Finally, after a lazy yawn or two he tucks his head
between his forelegs, curls into a furry ball, and
drifts into a deep sleep.

The ringtail will readily take to a tree or hole
when pursued by an experienced hunting dog. At
bay, he will emit a succession of vicious screaming
barks and when flushed, he will run to another
place of safety. At the same time, two small musk
glands at the base of his tail will secrete a clear
amber liquid with a sweetish, musky odor. This
odor often confuses the dog's sense of smell and
allows the fleeing ringtail to escape. When caught,
he bites and scratches furiously until he either
breaks free or is killed. No doubt much of this
same escape behavior is repeated when he is ap-
proached by a marauding wolf, coyote, or bobcat.

His keen sense of smell and ever-present curi-
osity causes him to fall easy prey to the trapper,
but his alertness and mobility enable him to re-
main relatively free from the danger of many
natural predators. The ringtail's worst enemies are
the great horned owl and large snakes, especially
rattlers, which can penetrate his den.

Although the quality of the ringtail's fur has
prevented it from being a popular decoration for

Evening twilight brings the ringtail out to forage.

modern clothing, he was sought by Indians for
ceremonial displays, by pioneers for trade, and by
early twentieth century trappers for the general
fur market. His pelt is considered one of the sim-
plest to prepare for market.

Since 1900, pelt values have ranged from 50
cents, a price not to be frowned on 60 years ago, to
$10 in 1946, a handsome price in any day. Even
though the recent fur market in Texas has not fa-
vored the ringtail, fur buyers in Brown, Burnet,
Coleman, Comanche, Erath, Lampasas, Llano, Ma-
son, McCullough, Mills, and San Saba counties
bought 16,877 ringtail pelts during the 1965-66
fur season. He is still an important fur bearer, at-
tracting trappers and hunters according to the an-
nual price of his pelt.

Indeed, this bright-eyed fur bearer with his
prominent black and white ringed tail, fills an im-
portant ecological niche in our wild environment.
He fulfills his duty in controlling rats, mice, birds,
insects, lizards, crustacea, and snakes, and at the
same time, helps propagate plants whose seeds and
fruits he eats. Occasionally, he provides a tasty
meal for one of his arch enemies. Ie graces the
barn of any farmer or rancher who permits him a
living place as he exterminates rodents more effec-
tively than a domestic cat and is much safer than
poison.

Since Texas has such a large population of ring-
tails, let us learn all we can about them and enjoy
them to the utmost. In the face of oncoming civili-
zation, let us encourage the management of the
species and the preservation of all possible habitat.
If his numbers ever begin to decline, it is impera-
tive that we be in a position to recognize it before
the species becomes endangered like so many
others. This is our solemn duty as responsible citi-
zens and it should be accepted with delightful an-
ticipation.

Home is a hole in a log-safe and secluded.
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by Jeanette Hunt

FURRY, PLAYFUL, and wide-eyed, the native
ringtail has been chosen as the new conservation
spokesman for the Texas Parks and Wildlife De-
partment. The Department ringtail has no name
as does Smokey the Bear, Ranger Rick, and other
animated spokesmen and a "Name the Ringtail"
contest is underway for Texas fifth-grade elemen-
tary school children to suggest an appropriate
name.

This little mammal, when drawn in caricature
by the talented pen of Nancy McGowan, will serve
much the same purpose as Smokey the Bear does
for the U. S. Forest Service. le will appear on
pamphlets, placards, motion pictures, and will
become a symbol for conservation campaigns
throughout the State-especially to young people.

The best time for Texans to learn about con-
servation is while they are young. If we remain
ignorant of conservation needs and practices, there
soon may be little left of our State's natural re-
sources to conserve. Since today's youngster is
oriented toward cartoons and "talking animals,"
the animated ringtail is expected to be a good
spokesman for conservation to young Texans.

Through the "Name the Ringtail" contest, De-
partment officials hope to stimulate conservation
interest in young Texans and encourage a more
wide-spread teaching of natural resources conser-

vation in the schools. The contest will also publi-
cize and encourage the use of State parks, call
attention to the critical need for conservation prac-
tices and public support, and inform Texans of the
activities of their Parks and Wildlife Department.

The contest is being limited to fifth-graders be-
cause they will be studying about wildlife and
conservation. Also, by coincidence, 1968 marks the
fifth year since parks and wildlife functions have
been merged into one department.

The contest winner not only will be doing a
great service for conservation in Texas, he will
also receive prizes for submitting the winning
name. Tops on the list is an all-expense-paid visit
at Six Flags Over Texas for the winner and his
family. A five-year subscription to Texas Parks &
Wildlife magazine will be given as well as a tent
from Sears, Roebuck & Company; a Plano fishing
tackle box; Johnson and Garcia fishing rods and
reels; a sleeping bag from Dillard's Department
Stores; binoculars from Montgomery Ward; and
Pico and Arbogast fishing lures.

The conservation slide show, "The Murder of
Silence," also will be shown at the child's school
in his honor.

Lots of surprises are in store for the lucky
youngster who finds a name for the ringtail-
Texas' new "conservation critter." **
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All fifth grade pupils attending accredited

public, private, or parochial schools of Texas
are eligible to submit one entry. Children of
employees of the Texas Parks and Wildlife De-
partment are not eligible. Each pupil may sub-
mit one entry on a white piece of paper five
inches wide by three inches high. He should
clearly print his entry name for the ringtail
at the top with his name, the name and address
of his school, and his teacher's name in that
order in the lower portion of the entry. If pos
sible, all entries should be mailed by the teach-
er in one envelope.

Judging will be based on ingenuity, appro-
priateness, and adaptability to the conservation
theme. The winner will be notified by Wednes-
day, November 25, 1968, and will be request-
ed to come to Austin with his parents and
teacher to attend the award presentation.

Teachers will be provided complete contest
rules and literature through their local princi-
pals and superintendents.

All entries must be postmarked no later
than Friday, November 8, 1968. Entries should
be addressed to:

NAME THE RINGTAIL CONTEST
Box 12424
Capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711

NAME THE RINGTAIL CONTEST RULESr p
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Junior Sportsmen
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Cool earth presses round him
on every side, as the paddle-
footed mole tunnels forward on a
hunting foray. An insatiable ap-
petite is a mole's constant com-
panion so he must constantly
search for food. The night and day
of the upper world have no mean-
ing to this near-blind animal in
his dark burrows. Frequent short
naps rather than an eight-hour
slumber keep him refreshed, be-

by Nancy McGowan

cause a few hours without nour-
ishment would be fatal.

All 512 inches of his compact
body are marvelously fitted for
life underground. No ears or eyes
are visible to catch grit. Each
hair of the short, powder-soft pelt
is slightly tapered with the small
end next to his skin. This allows
his fur to be brushed in any direc-
tion without irritation. The ab-
sence of prominent ears does not

RRE515TIBLE GIRL-TYPE WORM . . .

SHI MY-GAL
SHE LITERALLY VAMPS ALL GAME FISH INTO STRIKING!

Twitch her and watch . . . every notch is a wiggle. The only lure with head, waist, hip
and tail action fused into one shimmy that game fish can't resist. Available in your
favorite solid colors, rigged or Handy Spares-

50________ HANDY SPARES
3 Per Pak 75c

(Try the 10" Big Mama Spares 2 per pak 75c)

WEEDLESS JIG RIG Only 75c .Now A4 val/ab/e .. .
FISHING TIPS

BOOKLET
3-HOOK SHIMMY RIG Only 75c

From the originator of the soft plastic worm tF
Cr-'s ,World ,

Available at Leading Sp orting Goods Stores Fmu om

CREM E LURE CO . Send 10c to cver cost of
handling cmd mailing to;

Tyler, Texas Akron, Ohio Toronto, Canada Depi. TPW, P 0 Box 87,

/arl .1a47 ed a n Maud e% Tyle", Teas
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keep him from being alertly tuned
to sounds and vibrations, of the
underground, and his nose is one
of the most sensitive-bar none.

Sandy soil melts away under
the attack of stout claws and
teeth. Squirming on his side or
back or stomach, he swims
through the earth as easily as
some animals swim in water.

His pink, bare snout quivers as
the mole halts to scan a tart odor
filtering through the earth-ant
bed aroma, of course, and where

is their nursery? His nose reveals
to him, as clearly as sight, some
aspects of the ant bed. Sharpest
smells one way indicate the main
worker complex. A moldy fra-
grance below locates storage
rooms. Near that, mildly tart
odors pinpoint the grub-filled
nursery.

His remarkably sensitive ears
are hidden under fur, but help to
round out the picture. Steady
scrabbling noises are workers
marching in and out of the upper
world. Lack of sounds from an-
other area agree with his nose-
food storage room. Slippery
squirming sounds from the area
near it combine with the mild
smells to identify the nursery.

Only seconds have passed as
the mole surveys the situation,
then surges into the lightly
guarded nursery and hastily gulps
the tiny larvae. It has to be a
speedy raid, for the mole's skin is
fearfully tender. He hears the
alarm clicks of warriors and work-
ers, and the accelerated scuttling
of feet as they converge on the
stricken nursery.

Furiously paddling in reverse,
the canny mole buries the irate
ants. His diminutive pink tail aids
greatly in these reverse tunnel-
ings, providing a rear "view" of
rocks or roots.

But the ant larvae are only a
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snack. He bores on, heading for
his favorite hunting ground, a
plot of earth far sweeter and
moister than that encircling it.
Here the root forest, pampered by
continued watering and fertiliz-
ing, grows in orderly rows. It is
a paradise for insects, for the
roots are tender and tasty, unlike
the hardy species in other areas.

Wireworms, grubs, maggots,
and caterpillars browse on the
tender root branches. June bugs
and wood roaches slumber away
the hot day of the upper world.
Fierce beetles and centipedes
stalk the root eaters even as the
mole does.

The sandy earth crumbles away
ahead and heaps up in back as the
eager mole burrows, pausing now
and then to snap up a beetle, a
tiny grub, and two or three earth-
worms. At last he arrives and
halts to sniff and listen alertly.
Nose and ears instantly notify the
mole that a fat grub lies just
ahead, contentedly stretching. Its
sour, musty odor spreads a path-
way from its nest as obvious as
footprints. Its soft dragging
movements plainly outline the
creature.

Built for a sedentary existence
of rootgrazing, the grub is unable
to flee as the mole tunnels into
view. A quick bite behind its head
dispatches the grub and the mole
feasts.

It is a huge meal for a creature
of mole-size. A human would have
to eat over a dozen hamburgers
all at once to equal such a feast.

However, the energy expended
in eating the grub increases his
appetite and he again plows off
across the hunting ground, track-
ing down nimble wireworms,
crunchy beetles, and savoring the
bitter musky flavor of well-fed
earthworms.

This rich plot of land is in-
cluded in his territory and he per-
mits no other mole to trespass.
Although he allows many subsur-
face tunnels to cave in behind
him, several permanent, shallow
passageways crisscross his area.
Deeper burrows lead off these for
protection and napping places.

He needs these deep dens, for
the hunting ground is a lso
claimed, and violently defended by
a human up above. The human's

heavy tread, like drumbeats,
warns him to dive deep.

Later, when hunger drives the
mole back up to the insect-filled
shallow soil, he discovers his
highway and short tunnels col-
lapsed. Undaunted, he busily bull-

dozes new burrows. In the sun-
light above, plants sag or wilt as
their foundations become mole
tunnels.

Luckily for the future of his
kind, his belligerent nature soft-
ens as early spring warms the
earth. The mole then deserts his
beloved tunnels for the upper
world to sniff out a "femole" in
the neighboring lands.

His jerky gait and silvery fur
may immediately attract the eyes
of crows, owls, hawks, or foxes.
Whims of weather and rigors of
unfamiliar terrain add to the
hazards. However, the object of
his search will usually welcome
him into her den, making all dan-
gers worthwhile.

After a brief courtship, the fe-
male drives away her mate who
returns to an uncomplicated life
of solitude. Soon little ones are
born, and grow, and disperse to
claim their own territory.

There is one variable designed
especially for big game hunting.

It's the Weaver V4.5.
From fast snap shots at running game to big game hunting in open
country, the ultra-compact 1.5x to 4.5x Weaver V4.5 quickly adapts
to the type of shooting you do. It's the most useful variable ever
designed for short to medium range shooting. Completely shock-
proof and weatherproof for unexcelled dependability. If your game
and terrain vary, get the scope that offers the last word in accu-
rate, versatile sighting: The Weaver V4.5. $55. ow. R. weaver co.

Q O CHOICE OF RETICLES

++ (
Choose from four reticles: Crosshair,
Post and Crosshair, Range-Finder, and
new Dual X-all at no extra charge.

SEPTEMBER, 1968

100% MADE-IN-AMERICA QUALITY

FOR FREE CATALOG WRITE: W. R. WEAVER CO. / DEPT. 34 / EL PASO, TEXAS 79915
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Letters to the Editor

Misplaced Fangs

I would like to bring to your atten-
tion an error in the article "Cobra's
Cousin," which appeared in the Febru-
ary issue of Texas Parks & Wildlife.
On page 12 the statement was made
that the coral snake has short fangs in
the back of the mouth. While it is true
that the fangs are permanently erect,
they are located in the front of the
mouth.

Ray D. Burkett
Department of Biology
Texas Woman's University
Denton

Triggerfish
While fishing 20 miles out in the Gulf

of Mexico off Port Mansfield, I caught
some fish identified as triggerfish. Each
weighed about one and a half pounds,
was thin, had a trigger-shaped dorsal
fin, a moon-shaped head, and a very
large gullet. Their grey skin was sand-
paper rough and leathery, rather than
scaly. I would like information on
habits and proper name of these fish.
They were very good to eat.

Aaron B. Springer
Harlingen

Triggerfish are so named for the
peculiar locking mechanism of the three
dorsal fin spines which allows the fish
to compress its body and wedge itself
into coral reef crevices to escape from
larger fish.

However, the description of your fish
sounds more like a filefish, closely re-
lated to the triggerfish. The filefish has
a much narrower body with a promi-
nent dorsal spine located forward,
usually over the eyes. It derives its
name from its sandpaper-like skin
which when dried serves as an abrasive.

Between the mouth and anal fin on
both fish is usually a well-developed,
distensible pelvic flap resembling a dew-
lap. This could be the gullet you de-
scribed. Though filefish are generally
not eaten, triggerfish are considered
quite good. The location of the dorsal
spines, anterior on filefish and posterior
on triggerfish, would be the quickest

way to identify your catch.-Terrance
R. Leary, Coastal Fisheries Coordi-
nator.

Javelina Questions
A few questions came to mind after

reading the interesting article, "Slan-
dered Brush Hog," by Fielding Harwell,
June 1968. Are there any facts support-
ing the belief that peccary carry an in-
tense hatred for snakes and will kill
them on sight ? Does the collared pec-
cary, Pecari tajaca, range as far as
South America or is there a subspecies
which roams beyond the South Texas
border? Might large numbers of hawks
in South Texas be considered predators
of young peccary, especially the Harris'
hawk, noted for its size and strength?

Lawrence T. Cuny
San Antonio

No facts can be found which support
the theory that javelina hate snakes
and will attempt to kill them on sight.

The javelina found in Texas ranges
from Texas to Patagonia in South
America. Another species, the white-
lipped peccary, is found in Mexico,
ranging as far south as Paraguay. This
animal is larger than the Texas variety,
has no white collar, and is considered
more aggressive.

Hawks may kill young javelina, how-
ever, there is not enough data to indi-
cate that they are a major predator of
this animal.-Fielding Harwell, Wildlife
Biologist.

Fish Parasites

When I clean and fillet black bass,
I sometimes find a small whitish-yel-
low sack about 1/16 inch in diameter
that moves. It looks like some type of
tapeworm cyst. In a bass I caught re-
cently, I found several of these plus a
red sack containing a thin red worm
very much alive. These creatures were
in the fish's flesh rather than in the
entrails.

I would like to know what these are,
where they come from, and if they are
harmful to humans. Can the fish be
eaten and are the parasites seasonal?

Thomas Schaal
Mineral Wells

{

Fish, like most animals are subject
to harboring many types of parasites.
Fortunately, most of the parasitic
worms hosted by fish are not hosted
by man.

The whitish-yellow object you found
is the yellow grub, a parasitic trema-
tode, Clinostomun, which is usually
found imbedded in the muscle tissue
along the base of the fish's dorsal fin.

Yellow grubs go through a very com-
plicated life cycle beginning the adult
stage in the great blue heron. It is next
hosted by the aquatic snail which it
leaves in search of a suitable fish as
the second intermediate host. Here it
becomes encysted in the fish's muscle
tissue. When the great blue heron eats
a fish so infested, the yellow grub de-
velops into an adult and from this
stage the cycle repeats itself.

As regarding the red worm, more
description would be necessary before
a definite classification. Perhaps it was
a nematode often found in the body
cavity of the fish surrounding the vis-
cera. Tests reveal no difference in the
condition factors of fish free of nema-
todes and those containing them.

Ordinary cleaning of the fish will
remove practically all parasitic worms
with the exception of the yellow and
black grub. These are not hosted by
man and not injurious if eaten, espe-
cially if the fish is well cooked.-Mar-
ion Toole, Inland Fisheries Coordinator.

BACK COVERS

Inside: The laughing gull, named
for its h a- ha-lh a-h a-ha-h.ah-hah.
cry, is a permanent resident on the
grassy salt marshes of the Gulf
coast. Photo by Reagan Bradshaw.
Outside: The Pecos River canyon
near the Rio Grande will soon be
covered by the waters of the new
Amistad Reservoir. Photo by Bill
Duncan.
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